Doubletapp

Web, Mobile and Neural Nets
ABOUT COMPANY

- 5 years on the market
- 22 employees
- Over 70 projects
WHAT WE DO?

MOBILE DEVELOPMENT
We develop native and cross-platform Android and iOS solutions.

WEB-DEVELOPMENT
Stunning landing pages and highly loaded services. Frontend and Backend.

MACHINE LEARNING
We optimize your business processes with machine learning methods.

AUDIT
We will audit the code of your IT products and give advice on your further actions with it.

UX / UI DESIGN
We do research, build interfaces and make fancy designs.
WORKING PROCESS

1. ANALYSIS
   We write the TOR for development, taking into account the customer’s business processes and technologies and users’ needs.

2. PROTOTYPING
   We design and develop custom’s scripts, logic of the project and make prototypes of all screens.

3. DESIGN
   We develop a unique design to match the customer’s corporate identity.

4. DEVELOPMENT
   We write the right code, we comment on it. Configure the stable operation of the application / site.

5. TESTING
   We conduct testing processes. This ensures that applications and sites are running correctly and that all critical errors are fixed before the program is released.

6. SUPPORT
   We monitor the stability of the application, update programs for new devices and versions of iOS and Android.
WHO WORKS WITH US

Our company actively cooperates with customers from different parts of the world, including Europe, Asia and America.
OUR CUSTOMERS AND PARTNERS

Major Russian companies

ALIBRA SCHOOL
URAL MUSIC NIGHT
ТОЧКА

Internet bank for entrepreneurs

Major international companies

ELIXIR GALLERY
ADVENTURE AIDE
Yandex
PLAYER'S HEALTH
DentaMatch
PORTFOLIO
Ural Music Night

Mobile application and website for Ural Music Night festival.

iOS  Android  Web
ABOUT

- Over 2500 musicians
- 300 000 website visitors
- Live broadcasts from the festival

With the help of the app and the website, users can explore the list of all the artists and venues, create their own route and use the map for easier navigation through the festival.
FUNCTIONAL

• Choose interesting artists or convenient sites;
• Create your own itinerary for the festival;
• Or choose routes compiled by the sponsors and organizers of the festival;
• Keep an eye on the festival live.
ABOUT

Musician's profile

Search for a stage with a special filter
CHARITY

Applications for the charity "Sun City".

The project was created as part of the Hackathon by Vkontakte in 2019.
The application is intended for the participants of the Mentoring project. Under the project, children from children's homes are assigned mentors who spend free time with them, teach them and prepare them for adult life.

The application consists of a mentor's personal office, where he or she can find all necessary information on the child, a schedule of meetings, advice from the project mentors, as well as useful articles and materials;
ABOUT

The profile of the volunteer

Creating a meeting

Report

Report history

Valeria Barkova
Novosibirsk
20 y.o.

Next meeting:

- "Luna" bowling club
- Walk in the park
- Aquarium visit

Meeting Calendar with child

Story reports

Featured articles

Join Collective Meetings

New meeting

Date of meeting
August 23, 2019

Create your meeting

You have not completed a report for this day. You can do it right now.

Assess the overall emotional state of the child after your meeting:

- Sad
- Unhappy
- Neutral
- Happy
- Very happy

Detailed story

We met with Nastya in the afternoon and went to the cinema on the "Lion King." After the movie, we had lunch at the Subway Cafe and went for a walk to the Arboretum. We talked a lot, planned the future. I managed to find out from Nastya about her academic performance at school and in the drawing circle. We decided next time to go to the museum of modern art. We finished the day in a bookstore, we selected Nastya a book about animals.
Profile in the personal account of a Fund employee.
HIT FACTOR

Application for analysis of sports shooting training.

The application is intended for comparison and analysis of the video of training sessions. The task is to analyze the shooting time and compare two videos of the same training.
ABOUT

Main screen
Choose video
Compare
Sharing
A video marking system has been developed for the project.

The recognition of the shots and start signals works with neural networks and takes place directly on the phone.
AUTOMATIC PRODUCT DETECTION OF PRODUCT UNITS ON THE SHELF

The service is based on a neural network, which recognizes objects on the shelf by a photo.
HOW IT WORKS?

1. Merchandiser puts out the goods according to the planogram.

2. Merchandiser takes a photo of a shelf in the application and sends it to our service.

3. The system recognizes the goods in the photo and compares the lining with the planogram.

4. A report is automatically generated, which shows the errors in the layout.
FEATURES

The neural network analyzes the uploaded photo and recognizes the products in it.

Then the location of the products is compared to the planogram. The result is a table that shows where the product is placed correctly and where it is not.

- Visual comparison of the store planogram with the employee’s photo report;

- Shows errors on the screen: unrecognized product, product is in the wrong place;

- The report is available to the manager in a minute.
ADVENTURE AIDE

Application for a convenient organization of outdoor activities.

This app allows tourists to search and book adventures from local guides, while the latter have an opportunity to create and conduct their own tours.
We have created a mobile app for travel and leisure. In the application you can book an adventure from local guides, or become a guide yourself, and invite those who want to spend an exciting weekend.

**HOW IT WORKS?**

- Search by category or by user’s location;
- Choose a convenient date and time for your event;
- Opportunity to join an already created event;
- Chat with a guide and a tour group;
- Binding a bank account or a credit card
ABOUT

Videos

Daily Adventure

What do you want to get out of Adventure Aide?

Meet new friends
Break a sweat
Get to know the area
Get outside of my comfort zone
Learn something new
Take a trip
Clear your mind
Make an impact

Adventures for you

Faces of Adventure

Getaways

Create

Calendar

Uinta Backcountry Snowmobiling
Park City, UT - $495

NEW
CHECKOFFICE

Checklist-based mobile audit platform.

iOS  Android
CheckOffice is a service for automating auditing to detect and correct violations in network companies of any size.

Our goal was to create an intuitively understandable iOS and Android application to collect primary information and simplify the audit process. The ultimate goal is to track the dynamics of violations and monitor their correction.
ABOUT

Tasks

Creating task

Fill in the checks

Attach a photo to the report
ENGILE

Application for learning English using Agile system.
The Engile application offers to learn words by the method of spaced repetition. Users choose topics and words that they are interested in and revise the material at specific, constantly increasing intervals.

The app also offers its own program with ready-made lists of words, depending on a student’s level. By selecting the lessons in the program, a user can choose the intensity of the course and the amount of words that he or she expects to learn in a given time frame. Thus, the application is adapted to the user as much as possible.
An application for anonymous reporting of abuse, misconduct or suspicious behavior in a sports organization.

Anonymous reporting allows participants to report incidents of abuse or misconduct without fear of retaliation. Receive alerts about confirmed abusers in other states and monitor all complaints of abuse and misconduct through the admin panel.
HOW IT WORKS?

The application allows you to generate and send messages and complaints using the chatbot, which asks leading questions and, based on the answers, generates a request.

The request is processed by psychologists and other competent specialists on these issues. All requests received and their statuses are stored in the application. Users receive feedback by communicating with the company’s employees using the embedded chat.
ALIBRA SKY

A quick word learning application for Alibra School.

iOS  Android
HOW IT WORKS

Thanks to the 7x repetition method, specially developed by ALIBRA SCHOOL, you can easily and quickly learn new words.

- Wide vocabulary. Words and examples are voiced by native speakers.
- Notification of repetition.
An application for meditation sessions that helps cope with stress, improves sleep and performance during the day. Short lessons and thematic courses with a professional guide will teach you the basics of meditation and help you meditate every day.
FEATURES

Pleasant voice and soothing melodies will smoothly immerse you in meditation and tell you what to do during the session. They will help you cope with stress, focus on your work, sleep better, wake up easier and feel better every day.

- Our team was only working on the development of the application. Every week we tested builds and discussed them with the customer team.
- We also added great animations to the application.
CONTACTS

Website
doubletapp.ai

Mail
hi@doubletapp.ai

Phone
+7 495 003 46 87